Gateway Writing Project
Summer Writing Marathon

Forest Park and the Saint Louis Art Museum
Tuesday June 17, 2014
10 a.m. – 2 p.m.

Join the Gateway Writing Project as we continue to explore—and be enthused by—the distinct neighborhoods and attractions in the St. Louis area. This June we will visit the St. Louis Art Museum in Forest Park.

Here we will take part in writing exercises and activities led by the SLAM staff. You will also have the chance to explore the museum and surrounding areas of Forest Park...

All to inspire your writing!

This experience will provide the opportunity to develop a new piece of writing or continue a work in progress. Use the expansive art collection or exterior grounds to spark your creative energy.

Following the writing marathon, we will share our writing over lunch at the Forest Park Visitor's Center.

Take-Away Strategies Available for Your Classroom!

For additional information, or to RSVP, contact Jeff Church:
jchurch@pkwy.k12.mo.us